
    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

UKS � Murder Mystery Cybercrop 

6-8 Feb 2009 

 

In The Frame 
 

Class Supply List:Class Supply List:Class Supply List:Class Supply List:    

2 x 12"x12" Bazzill Cardstock (kit 
contains Espresso & Kraft) 
1 x ArtBase Custom DieCut Frame 
Large appx 10"x10" with multiple 
apertures 
2 x ArtBase Custom Die Cut Frames 
small (1 round, 1 oblong for optional 
use) 
1 x 1/2 Sheet Teresa Collins Calendar 
Time (we're using the 'quotes' side!) 
1 x Felt Flower 
2 x Prima Artful Collage Flowers 
1 x Bling Brad 
1 x 1/2 sheet Foam Squares 
1 x 3" length lace ribbon 
1 x sheet adhesive stones 
6 x sheets assorted 6"x6" patterned 
papers 
1 x Scalloped circle journalling die 
cut 

Tools needed:Tools needed:Tools needed:Tools needed:    
Adhesive 
Trimmer 
Ruler 
Craft Knife 
Sandpaper/file for tidying edges 
Journaling Pen 

 

 

 

 

 

Kit created by Margaret @ ArtBase 
Layout designed by Caroline @ ArtBase 

Frame designed by John @ ArtBase 

 



 

Instructions:Instructions:Instructions:Instructions:    

First organise your photos. 

One thing that slows many scrapbookers down is looking for that perfect paper or 
embellishment, so I have included a selection in the kit that will suit most photos. 

As you can see, Caroline adapted the frame to include space for a larger photo.  This is the 
key element to the frame, its versatility to remove areas to suit different sizes of photo.  
You could reserve a spot or two for a subtitle and journaling, use each and every aperture 
for a photo, or remove a large area of the centre for one big picture, the choice is yours. 

You can cut areas from the frame now to suit your photos or after you have covered it. 

There are two plain sheets of cardstock in your kit. I suggest using the darker piece as 
your base and cover the frame with the other. Sand the edges on the frame to neaten if 
necessary.  Now is also the time to ink the edges if you wish. 

Place the covered frame onto the base cardstock and make light pencil marks for all 
apertures. Remove the frame and add your photographs and paper to the base cardstock to 
fill your selected areas. Caroline has foam mounted her two smaller photographs to add 
extra dimension. 

Once you have decided on photo and paper placement, stick them down and then mount 
your covered frame over the top using foam squares. 

We included a circle frame and plaque in your kit for optional use.  Placing a title or 
embellishment near a focal shot also draws attention to it and Caroline has used the circle 
frame to do just that. I have deliberately left out of the kit a title because this is personal 
to your layout.  As you can see, Caroline covered her frame and created a fun title from 
coordinating patterned paper. 

Use the embellishments provided to add those little finishing touches and select your 
chosen quotes from the Teresa Collins paper, we inked the edges and mounted them using 
more foam squares. 

We can't wait to see how you use your frame!    
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